TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWitness

HISTORICAL:

Book 4 Page 96 ± 1956

Triple Slump S 49° E 28.5
2' 13" fence Cor S 24° 46' W 32 1/4
2' 13" fence Cor N 8° W 48 8

CONDITION

FOUND: 1 1/4' IP + 4' deep in US 101 blacktop
Net useable
Stump remain
2' 13" fence S 24° 46' W 32 1/4
2' 13" fence N 8° W 48 8

COMMENTS: * = Tillamook County Corner Tag Places

REWITNESS

1 SET Nothing (See comments)

N X "N " Post N.W.
Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
X in top R.R. iron S 16° E 29.93
5' gate post of school
Top Fire hydrant in N 55° E 156.89
Front of school

COMMENTS: No hat section or post erected as USFS already has 4' 13" section line crossing post erected.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Allan E Duncan

DATE: 8/6/7 PHOTO: Court Smiley

* = County corner tag affixed.